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I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of revolution in technology and internet has caused increase in marketing platform for advertising companies. There are three models for determining the cost of advertising. They are Cost per Impressions (CPM), Cost per Click (CPC) and Cost per Action (CPA).
CPM denotes Cost per 1000 Impressions (frequency of the ad display). If the advertisement is shown 2000 times the cost will be equal to 2 CPM price.
CPC is Cost per Click. Google Ad Words made this model popular. Advertising companies typically bid on keywords, phrases pertaining to their market with search engines. Websites usually charge a fixed price per click rather than using a bidding system .In this advertising model, you have to pay for number of clicks you get on your ads and not for the number of impressions it takes to generate those clicks. Cost-per click is important because it is the number that is going to determine the financial success of your paid search advertising campaign.
CPA advertising tracks the person clicking on an ad and determines if that person then also creates a desired transaction on the destination site. If that transaction (a sale, a completed form) occurs then the advertiser pays the publisher for that positive result.
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are paying for clicks. It also depends on what kind of quality you are getting for that investment. Thus, it is important to think about Cost-per Click in terms of both cost and value.
It is necessary to identify and target clicks that are both inexpensive and valuable. Advertising companies and marketing firms are putting lot of efforts in targeting right users on such platforms. The main challenge is to get conversion or lead for their product. This depends upon factors like appropriate ad placement, ranking, CPC, relevant landing page etc. Getting all these odds in line is majorly affected by the bid (in other terms, CPC) set by an advertiser for their keywords. If CPCs are not appropriately set then advertising companies may lose revenue. This paper addresses the issue of setting CPCs for keywords used by advertising companies for their ads using Hybrid Neural Network. The goal of this approach is to moderate the cost and increase the marginal revenue.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers some of the past work in pattern recognition as well as error correction model. Section III discusses the architecture. Then in section IV, we will discuss the overall system/model containing memory based as well as error correction model, their input and output variables, how they are calculated. In Section V, we will find out why hybrid model is better than single memory based model or error correction model. Lastly, paper concludes with comments on enhancement of the proposed solution in other domains and some conclusions.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The memory based model for Neural Network can be effectively used to adapt to dynamic environment. The agents should acquire new knowledge as also learn to modify old knowledge as environments can change dynamically for them. Authors, Seiichi Ozawa and Kenji Tsumori, have proposed a neural network model consisting of four modules: resource allocating network, long-term memory, association buffer, and environmental change detector. The model is applied to a simple dynamic environment where target functions to be approximated are changed turn by turn [1] .
A cheaper solution for correcting OCR engine output can be found with the help of machine learning. Authors, Ahmad Abdulkader and Matthew R. Casey propose the following solution..Error probability of each word from ground-truth data should be assessed by an error estimator neural network. The output probability error estimates from outputs of multiple OCR engines decide whether the word is inspected by a human. The estimator is trained to optimize the area under the word error ROC improving human correction process. Similar words are brought together during correction process which reduces the cost significantly. The paper also illustrates the use of active learning techniques to improve efficiency of error estimator [2] .
Artificial neural network (ANN) can be applied for forecasting short-term load for a large power system. Authors, K. Y. Lee, Y. T. Cha and J. H. Park, have considered Weekday and weekend-day patterns. They have proposed a nonlinear load model and have tested many structures of an ANN for short-term load forecasting. Past loads and load forecast for the particular day were the inputs and outputs respectively, of the ANN. The network with one or two hidden layers was tested with various combinations of neurons, and results were compared in terms of forecasting error. The neural network, when grouped into different load patterns, gave a good load forecast [3] .
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Our hybrid model shown in Fig. 1 Our Pattern based model will store training data and whenever it is given a new keyword, it will apply pattern based searching and will select a keyword with best match and so its efficiency factor as shown in Fig. 2. [4] This model will chose a keyword and efficiency value from trained data having minimum edit distance for new keyword. The number of neurons in hidden layers is restricted between no of input neurons and no of output neurons for optimal performance. The model is trained with historic data. [6] Initially all the weights are initialized randomly. The final output is given by the formula:
where  W j is the weight vector at hidden layer.  X m is the input vector at input layer.  W i is the weight vector at input layer. For the neuron in the first hidden layer, the formula can be expanded as
This computed value will be used in next layer and finally Output value (CPC) is computed. Now, we are applying nonlinear regression technique here. We compute the error at any particular node of a model. This error, standard metric is the sum of squared errors. [7] (4)
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The ultimate goal is to minimize the output error at any particularnode by adjusting the weights. We calculate the difference between actual value of CPC and calculated value. The difference is sued tomodify the weights and hence error in next inputs. The quality of model depends upon the training set data. More is the training data provided to neural network, more the accuracy and less is the error in value of CPC. [8] 
In this equation  is the learning rate. Hence our new weight is given by formula:
Once error-correction networking is fully trained, we can combine both the networks to predict values for new terms/keywords coined by providing expected details by the network.
For example: We can build similar kind of a Memory-based learning model like keyword v/s derived variable models for other properties e.g. keyword-conversions etc. using this kind of model ,we can predict new input values which will be used for our CPC prediction models.
V. WHY HYBRID MODEL
We can define the success of an advertisement by percentage of conversions, indirectly by defining number of leads for the sales. Success of an advertisement does not totally depend upon Impressions or no. of clicks made but it also depends upon the quality of your product/service and the quality of relevant landing page. For e.g. Let us consider keyword, "flats in region x". Suppose it will lead to an advertisement say, y On click of this advertisement, one will go to landing page, depending upon quality, relevance of page with respect to advertisement, the person may or may not stay on it and eventually fill the form (If the person fills the form, this will be considered as lead). The training set can belong to different domains, and each domain keywords will have different features/characteristics data. For this proposal, we are considering specific (particular) domain instead of generic solution. Here we are going to train the neural network using historical data. This historical data obtained from various sources can have different kind of hidden strategies of setting CPC for different domains. To handle such complex relationship of keywords with numeric data we have divided this model into two learning approaches. The first approach is Pattern Based Model and the Second Approach is Error-correction Model. By applying these two approaches basically we tried keeping separate model for keyword and rest of the numeric data.
VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
This paper addresses only specific domain in online advertising. The neural network can be trained for advertisements of various domains. This model with more enhancements can be used to predict CPC in real-time using large set of training data distributed over timeframe. This will empower users to predict values based upon social data e.g. holidays, Christmas period, Diwali seasons, as also the time during the day when users are mostly active. It's obvious that such kind of model needs lot of diversified training data, but this can be implemented with systematic data analysis and hybrid neural network.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper surveyed the application of neural networks in online advertising for predicting CPC values for keywords; it demonstrated how we can integrate the two or many network models. As CPC values would be closer to those of similar keywords and since these values will be further refined by second backward propagation based on neural network, cost would be reduced by avoiding high CPC values of keywords and vice versa, thus increasing efficiency. Although neural networks are not perfect in prediction, they outperform all other methods in every field for minimizing error in results in dynamic environment.
